Introduction.
In a recent paper [6] S. Uchiyama has derived lower bounds for /ill n X 4>k(i)cke(mkx) dx, 0 I k=X where d>k is the fcth Rademacher function, {mk} is a sequence of distinct integers, and e(mkx) =exp (2irimkx). Uchiyama's results hold except for values of t in sets of arbitrarily small measure; these exceptional sets may include the values of t, near the origin, for which <t>k(t) = 1. We find here lower bounds for /ill n 2~2 cke(mkx) dx o I *-i which correspond to Uchiyama's results, but for these values of t. We have to put some conditions on the sequence {»?«}; simple examples show that our bounds cannot hold in general.
S. Chowla [l] conjectured that, for any sequence {mk} of increasing positive integers n (1) min 53 cos 2-wmkx < -cn112
OSl<l 4_l
for some absolute constant c>0. S. Uchiyama [6] proved that given ra distinct integers mi, ■ ■ ■ , mn, there exists always a subset /»,,,
• ■ • , mir of mi, • ■ ■ , mn, for which
We prove here that if {mk} is an admissible sequence (for definition, see below), then " 1 min 2Z cos 2wmkx <-ra"2 = (-O.^n1!2. 2. Admissible sequences. We will say that a sequence {mk} of positive integers is admissible provided that {mk} is strictly increasing and mk-mj+mi -mp7^0 if k^j, k^p and jV/ all hold. Note that this condition automatically holds it l = p since {mk} is strictly increasing. Hence we shall assume l^p. Similarly if k = l the condition is satisfied when j = p. There are many sequences which are admissible, as the following lemma shows.
Lemma. // {mk} is a sequence of positive integers such that mk+i \ mk 2, then {mk} is admissible. where either kj^p or j^l. In fact we may take k^p and j^l for if k^p and j = l, the corresponding integral vanishes. Thus we have kr^j, k^ptj^l in (C); so mk-mj+mi -mp^O since {mk} is admissible, and the integral vanishes. This shows that f \Sn(x) \*dx= J2 \ck\2\cl\2+ jl \ Ck\2\ Cl\2 = 2Rn -Tn.
Holder's inequality now yields the result,
Note that there is an equality sign when ra= 1. Also we have 
